
Year 6: Autumn Term: World War 1

Key Driver: Sticky 

Knowledge about World 

War 1

 The Battle of the Somme was the largest 

battle of WW1 and the bloodiest battle 

in history.

 Primary resources include letters and 

diaries written by soldiers in the 

trenches

 On Christmas Day 1914, there was a 

truce and both sides played a game of 

football.

 Letters were censored so soldiers often

communicated their feelings through 

poetry.

 The agreement signed between the 

Allies and Germany to end the war –

11th November – Armistice Day

 The Great War was supposed to be the 

war to end all wars.

Secondary Drivers:

The Best Christmas 

Present in the World

 To use Michael Morpurgo’s book about 

WWI as a stimulus to write in a 

flashback style

 To sketching to communicate emotions 

through accuracy and imagination.

 To use watercolours to create artwork 

for own story.

Computing: Coding

 Create code using 2 Code

 I can use tools and add features to 

create an original landscape in 2 

Code.

 I can analyse and deconstruct code 

to work out its purpose.

PSHE: Well Being

 Healthy Lifestyle – understanding the 

importance of diet, exercise. 

REAL PE

 To link actions and develop sequences of 

movements

 To change tactics, rules or tasks to make 

activities more fun or more challenging

 To respond imaginatively to different 

situations

Music: Christmas 

 To learn Silent Night in German

MFL: Conversation 

 To be able to talk about sports, sports 

clothing and the weather.

RE: What Matters

 To find out what matters most to 

Christians and Humanists.

 To learn why it might be helpful or 

difficult to follow a moral code.



Year 6: Light Knowledge Mat

Subject Specific Vocabulary Sticky Knowledge about 

Light
light wave One of the characteristics of light is that it 

behaves like a wave. Light can be defined 

by its wavelength and frequency. The 
frequency is how fast the wave v ibrate up 
and down.

 Light will travel in a completely 

straight line until it hits an object that 

will bend it. The light that is in a 

straight line are called ‘light waves’.

light 

source

Light, or illumination, is a form of energy that 
travels in waves, like sound. You can find 

different sources of light, such as a candle or 
the Sun.

 Space does not have any light. We 

can see things in space due to light 

bouncing off of the objects in 

space.
Important facts to know by 
the end of the light topic:concave It is a lens that curves inwards and reflects 

light differently as a result.
 Light doesn’t travel as fast when it 

has to pass through mediums that 

are different, such as air, water or 

glass.
• Know that light travels in 

straight lines.

• Understand that because light 
travels in straight lines then 

objects are seen because 
they give out or reflect light 

into the eye. 

• Know that we see things 
because light travels from light 

sources to our eyes or from 
light sources to objects and 

then to our eyes.

• Know that light travels in 
straight lines and therefore 

shadows have the same 
shape as the objects that cast 

them.  

convex It is a lens that curves outwards and reflects 
light differently as a result.

filters A filter is a transparent material that absorbs 
some colours and allows others to pass 

through.

 Light that we see from the sun 

actually left the sun ten minutes 

before we see it.

lens A lens is a curved piece of glass or plastic 
designed to refract light in a specific way.

 Light can be controlled and 

produced in so many ways. A 

camera can control the amount of 

light that comes into the camera 

lens. We also use light in televisions, 

medical systems, copy machines, 

telescopes and satellites.

retina The retina is at the back of your eye and it 
has light-sensitive cells called rods and 

cones.

cornea The cornea is thin, clear and covers your 
eye. It 's important because it helps you see 

by focusing light as it enters the eye  Light is used by plants to convert the 

light into energy as their ‘food’. The 

process is called ‘photosynthesis’ 

and converts carbon dioxide 

through the energy of the light.

iris By opening and closing the pupil, the iris can 
control the amount of light that enters the 

eye.

pupil The pupil can be compared with the shutter 
of a camera. It is surrounded by the iris 

which is the coloured part of the eye.


